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Woaloy J. Lioboler 

Scptembor 6, 1964 

Memorandum re Galley Proofs of Chapter IV of the Report 

I sot forth below commonts on the galloy proofs of 	
, Chapter IV of the Report, a copy of which I obtained from Mr. 

Rodlich on Soptonbor 4, 1964. Othor comments and suggoations 
are sot forth in the margin of the galley itself. 

PURCHASE OF TEE RIFLE BY OSWALD 

1. On galley page 30, query if the name "Hidelln was stamped 
on the morlbership application blanks of the Now Orleans branch, FPCC. 

2. The text near the top Of page 30 gives the impression that 
the name Hide5,1 was stamped on all of the Now Orleans Chap",:oris printed 
literature. It was not. Oswald stamped his on name on some of it. 

OSWALD'S PA? PRINT ON TEE RIFLE BARREL 

1. Query if the palmprint provides additional evidence of 
ownership of tho rifle es is stated. The most it does is show that 
Oswald had poosourdon of the riflu at some time. It does not show that 
he ownod it. 

2, Second paragraph states that Lt. Day determinod the wood?  
wooden stock was too rough to take prints "from vlsnal oxr,mination.' 

Day does not say that in his teotimony. While it is a minor poir.t, 
'ho just said that ho notod it was too rough. For all I know ho may 
have rov.ched that conclusion by feeling the stock. 
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3. It may bo noted hero that the conclusion for„ section

on rifle ownership, that appears on galloy page 32, states that the 

prosonco of the palmprint on the rifle shows that Oswald "had 

disassembled it." That conclusion is not warranted from the existence 

of the palmprint on the rifle. The conclusion that Oswald handled the 

rifle whilo it was disassembled is justifiod. 

4. The palmprint section must bo changed to reflect the 

latest findings of the FBI that the palmprint had to havo boon lifted 

from the barrel because of the marks that appear on the lift that 

correspond to those on the rifle barrel itself. 

FIBERS ON THE RIFLE 

1. I think this section is written a little too strongly 

considering the rocord. For example, there is no footnote after the 

statement that the Commission found no credible evidence that Oswald 

used the rifle between September 23 and the assassination. Furthormoro, 

even if he did not m use" it, ho might very well have handled it at 

some time during that period. Also, Stombaugh was not able to 

estimato the period of time within which the fibers wore placed on 

the rifle, but much of the language in the section is designed to bring 

one to the conclusion that they were put there on the day of the 

assassination, oven though that is not said. 

2. In the last sentence of the section, it is not the 

Commission's 'conclusion that provid.os proof, it is the fact that the 

fibors most probably camo from Oswaldla shirt, Also, does that show 

that he "owned" the rifle, or just that ho or someone that wore the 

shirt had handlod the rifle at some time? 



PHOTOGRAPH OF OSWALD WITH RIFLE 

1. It is interesting to noto that the conclusion to the 

ownership section, on pogo 32, states that "a photograph ta:cn in 

the yard of Oswald's apartment showed him holding this rifle." 

That statement appears in the conclusion in spite of tho fact that 

Shancyfolt specifically testified that ho could not make a positive 

identification of the rifle that Oswald was holding in the picture 
and in spite of the fact that the Commission was not' able to conclude, 

in the discussion of this subjecti on page 31, that Oswald was holding 

the assassination weapon in the picture. 

RIFLE AMONG OSWALD'S POSSESSIONS 

1. I do not believe there is any real authority frtho 

proposition that Oswald sighted through, ;ale telescopic sight.on the 
oa 

porch in Now Orleans. b:::,,o4fIrst said she did not know that ho did with 

the rifle out on the porch and then was led into a statement which might 

be thought to support the instant proposition. It is not very convincing. 

2. On the top of page 32 it is stated that Ruth and 1-achaol 

Paine "both noticed the rollod-up blanket in the garage throughout the 
time that Marina Oswald was living in their hotao." I am sure the record 

will, not support that statement, a rather important ono, too. I 

recall that there was a period of time before the assassination that 

neither of them saw the blankot. I have always had the opinion that 

there was a gap in the proof as to the rifle being continuously in the 

garage, one that probably could not be filled. It cannot bo filled by 

ignoring it. The conclusion is oven worse when it si•ates that 
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"tho rifle was kept among Oswald's possossions from the time 

purchase until tho day of tho assassination." I do 11.1t. i.. 

record provides any real ovidonco to support that broad statl,. 

Tho fact io that not ono parson alive today over caw that rifle In 

the Paine garago in such a way that it could bo identified as that 

rifle. 

TEE CURTAIN ROD STORY 

1. Tho Report states that Frazior as surprised when Oswald 

asked for a ride on Fovombor 21, 1963. I an not able to find anything 

in the record to support that statement. 

2. The last paragraph of this section is misleading when 

it attempts to shoo the falsity of tho curtain rod story by stating 

that Oswald's room at 1026 North Beckley had curtains, and does not take 

account of the fact that Frazier specifically testified that Oswald 

said he wanted the curtain rods to put in an apartment. This takes 

on added sigaificanco when wo remember that Oswald vas talking about 

renting an apartmont so that his family could live in Dallas with hLm. 

That aspect of the problem should be specifically treated if we are 

going to mention the fact that his rooming house had curtains. 

THE LONG AND BUM PACKAGE. 

1. The last sentence status; "Frazier could easily haVo been 
mistaken when ho stated thatOsvald hold the bottom of the ba7 cunned in 

his hand, or ;then ho said that the upper and was tucked under the 

armpit." On the very next pago of the galloys, in the discussion of the 



prints that appeared on tho paper bag, it is otatod that the palmprint 
was "found on the closed oneof the bag. It was from Oswald's right hand 
in which ho carried the long package as ho walked from Frazier's car to 
the building." 

I am advised that the palmprint is right on the end of the bag, 
just whoro it would be if Oswald had carried it cupped in his hand. If wo 
say in the discussion of prints that that print was put on the bag whin 
ho carriod it in to the TSBD (which wo don't suite do) and if the print 
is where it would be if ho carried it cupped in his hand, then we must face 
up on the preceding page and admit that Frazier was right when ho. said 
that that is the way Oswald carried it. If the print story is right and 
the implication loft there as to when tbo print was put on the bag4 
Frazier could not havo boon mistaken when ho said Oswald carried the 
bottom of the bag cupped in his hand. 

SCIENTIFIC EVIDENCE biNXING RIFLE END OSWALD TO PAPER BAG 

1. The section on fibers in the bag is very thin. The most that 
can be said is that there was a possibility that the fibers car-.e =,-Om the 
blanket. The FBI expert would not oven state that such was 1.-,rob,: 

CONCLUSION 

1. I EM at a loss to know why the fact that Oswald apparently 
failed to turn cut Ruth Pain's garage light is mentioned in the 

conclusion. 



PALMPRINTS AND FINOERPRINTS ON CARTONS AND PAPER BAG 

1. The problem of all the unidontifiod prints has 

already boon discussod. The FBI has been roquestod to conduct 

additional invostigation to attempt to identify these prints. 

Tho results of that investigation must be incorporated in the 

report. 

2. This section emphasized the freshness of ono 

palmprint on one carton. That palmprint was the only one of 

28 prints that could be developed by powder as opposed to a chemical 

process. As a result it was hold to have boen placed on the 

carton recently, vithin from 1 to 3 days prior to the time it 

was dovolopod. The inference may be drawn from the present 

languago of this section that all of the other prints, which could 

be deVelopod only through a chemical process because the cartons 

had already absorbed thorn, must have boon older than the palmprint. 

Thus, it could be argued that Oswald's other prints had to have 

boon placed on the cartons at least a day boforo they were 

developed and perhaps as much as three days before. While there 

may ho some reason within the realm of fingerprint technology why 

that is not so, it does not appear in the report. 

Under these circumstances the presence of. Oswald's other 
. 	, 

prints, which must be treated Ell lam  with the prints of 

others on the cartons, seems to have vary little,  significanco indeed. 

This relatee te,tho prints on one of the Rolling Readers cartons 



near tho window, the oxistonco of which is emphasized by stating 
that they "take on added significanco" because of.tho work boing 
done on the sixth floor. The report also states that the Com-
mission placed "groat weight on the fingerprint and palmprint 
identifications." I don't think we should say that in any event. 
We certainly should not until wo deal with the problem of the 
apparent ago of Oswald's other prints and the presence of all 
those unidentified prints. 

3. The report status that it is "significant that none 
of the prints on the cartons could be idontifiod as the prints of 
a warehouse employee." It also states that thoso employees "like 
Oswald, might have handled the cartons" -- presumably in the 
ordinary course of business. It is significant. But not 
necessarily to the point that the report tries to make. Tho fact 
that only Oswald's prints appeared on the cartons could show that 
ho was the sole warehouse employee that handled thorn--in the 
ordinary cou-so'. of business. The fact that Oswald was the only 
employee whose prints appeared on the cartons does net help to 
convince use that he moved them in connection with the assassination. 
It shows the opposite just as well. 

2. It is also difficult to toll just what happened to 
all. of the cartons or who dovolopod what prints. While it appears 
that all four cartons wore forwarded to the FBI, some confusion is 
created by the lator statement that the right paimprint on the 
box on the flocir next to the throe near the window was also sent to 
the FBI. Why was that necessary if thocarton had already boon 
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sent? Tho use of the passive voice in the second sentence of the 
second full paragraph on p. 3 of the galleys loaves cpon the 
question of who developed the prints. 



EYEWITNESS IDENTIFICATION OF ASSASSAIN 

1. Them is a duplication of a long quote from BronnanTs 

testimony that also appears at page 15 of the galleys, this first 

page of Chapter 3. It dons not soom to bo noodod in both places. 

If loft the way it is, the form as to omitted material should 

bo standardized. 

2. Following that quote it says that Brennan's description 

"most probably° led to the radio alert cent out to police in which 

the assasoain was dosoribod. Can't this bo more definite? One 

of the questions that has boon rained is the speod with which 

the assassain was described, the implication being that Oswald 

had boon picked out as a patsy before the ovent. The Dallas police 

must know what led to the radio alert and the description. If 

they do we should bo able to find out. If they do not know, the 

circumstances of their not knowing should be discussed briefly. 

3. On page 36 it says that at 1:29 p.m. the police 

radio reported that the description of the suipoct in the Tippit 

shooting was similar to the description which had been givon by 

Brennan in connection with the assassination. On page 46 it is 

stated that it was unlikoly that any officer said anything like 

"Kill the Preeidont, will you?" The reason given is that the 

officers did not know "that Oswald was a suspect in the killing of 

the President,! But they very likely had heard the police radio note 

that the descriptions of the two wore similar and they may have 

drawn their own conclusion:I. The statement on page 46 should he 

taken out or qualifiod. 



4. There should bo a picture of the inside of the TSBD 
sixth floor showing the low window sills and a reference to that 
picture in connection with the discussion of Brennan's testimony 
that ho saw the man standing. 

5. Query if wo need suoh a long paragraph on Evins' 
tootimony merely to conolude that it is inconclusive as to the 
identity of the man in the window. 

6. In the last sentence of the second to the last paragraph 
in the section it says that Altgons picture was taken about 2 seconds 
ftaftor the shot which entered the back of the Provident's neck.° 
We should say after that'shot was fired or hoard or something. The 
sontoneo is not a good one as it now stands. 

OSWALD'S ACTIONS IN BUILDING AFTER ASSASSINATION 

1. I do not think the description of the Bakor-Oswald 
sequence is sufficiently clear. I am confused as to how many 
entrance doors there are to the vestibule, oven though after a close 
reading there appear to be only two, the one connocting to the 
second floor landing and the one connocting to the lunch room. 
It is also not clear whether Bakor caw Oswald through the window 
in the vostibulo/landing door, or whether that door was still open 
as is implied by Baker's testimony. Mention of the window previously, 
howovor, implies Baker saw Oswald through the window. It does not 
voom likely tla Oswald would still have boon visible through the 
window iZ the door had already closod, although that depends on how fast 

the door gloms, which is tomong I would like to know. What kind 

Jo 



of a stairway is it that someone coming up can noo nothing at 
the top of the landing? Truly may in fact have soon Oswald if 
the lattor had just come down the stairs from the third floor 
as Truly was ooming up from the socond. 

I think additional offort should be made with the writing 
and a pioturo of the view oominz up to the second floor and 

diagram or other pioturoo of the landing and vestibule area would 
' be a good idea. 

2. The first sentenco in the third from the last paragraph 
on galley patio 53 loaves a false inference concerning Oswald's presence 
on the sixth floor. It should be rewritten along the following lines: 
"The tact that Oswald could not have como down in the elevators, 
the only other possible moans of descent, is shwin by their movements 
after the tiro Baker and Truly tried to use them to go up in the 
building.° 

3. In tho same paragraph, the statement that both elevators 
occupy the came shaft is not clear. It would be better to say: 

°both olov,ltorr. which operate adjacontly in the samo shaft," 

4. Last paragraph on page 38 (galley): Tho testimony of-the 
employees as sot forth in that paragraph is also eonsistont with Oswald 
having boon in Ethiopia at the time of the assassination, or with his 
havi.ng used the elevators to get dowil from the sixth floor. Since those 
employees did not sec, either Oswald or Dougherty, their testimony says 
nothing on the point under discussion. Tho whole paragraph'should be cut. 

1/ 



5. The next two paragraphs, the first two on galley page 

39, arc a comploto mystery to mo. Whon I loft the bottom of pogo 

38 I was looking for additional tostimony showing that Oswald enmo 
down the stairs and not the elevator, After two paragraphs or 

excollent analysis I am convinced that Victoria Adams either cam.) • 

down the stairs before or after Oswald did and it is clear that that is 

so bocauso we know that Oswald came down the stairs and not the olovater. 

I still do net understand, howovor, how the faot that Victoria Adams 

came down the stairs before or after Oswald did showo that Oswald cams 

down the stairs. If the idea is to show that Adams was not on the 

stairway when Oswald was, I am not convinced by the analysis or 

speculation in those two paragraphs, Furthermore, if that is the 

idea it is not clearly sot forth. How About a first sontence liko: 
down 

"Victoria Adams testified that she camo,e,tho stairway,within about 

1 minuto after the shots, from the fourth floor to the first floor 

whore she encountered two Depository omployoes 	Bill Shelley and 

Billy Lovolady. If Miss Adams was on the stairway at that timo, 

the quootion is raised as to why she did not see Oswald 	 

6. In the Conclusion: I do not see how the Cemission can 

possibly state that "Fingorprint and palmprint evidence establishes that 

Oswald arranged the aartous in the window." That evidence ootablishe8 

that at Como timo.00wald handled ono of the three cartons in the windowp  

as eliggested above, probably prior to the assaosination by at least 1-3 

days. That oildonce establishes with equal validity that perhaps about 

20 other porsons "arrancod the cartons in the window." 



OSWALDS MOVE: 4=S AFTER LEAVING DEPOSITORY BUILDING 

1. Tho dosoription of Oswald's bus ride sequence is very 

confusing and wholly unable to stand by itself without a map. Even 

if wo include a map, which I assume wo will, the text should b© clear 

enough to stand by itself. The basic problem is that there is no 

indication of the rolationship of various intersections to each other. 

It should be simple enough to sot forth the relationships between 

St. Paul and Elm, Field and Elm and Poydras and Lamar. 

2. Thoro also sootcx to bo a mistake in description of 

directions. I don't see how Oswald could walk west on Elm and board 

a bus that was heading back in the direction of the Depository and 

which was also travelling west. Somebody had to have gone east.(0swa/d.) 

3. The second to the last full paragraph on galley 	40 

is not very clear as to what all those buses actually do and 

aro supposed to do. I have sot forth suggested clarifying changes in 

the margin of the galley. 

4. On galley page 41 the terms lineup and showup are used 

intorehangoablY. It should be one or the other throughout. I have always 

thought it was lineup. 

$. Thore are direct quotes in the fix•at paragraph on galley 

page 42 for which there are no footnotes. St is my undorstanding that 

thorn are to bo footnotes for each direct quote and thatthero is to be 

uniformity onthis point throughout the Report. 



DESCRIPTION OF TIM SHOOTWO 

1. Roforoncos hero to what the Dallas police radio ordered 

Tippit to do should bo qualified to indicate that a transcript of 

a recording of the radio communications indicates the material being 

sot forth. This should be done at least until we have oloarod up the 

problems with the transcript and recording©, if wa have not already 

done so. 

2. There are no footnotos at all in the last paragraph of this. 

section. 

EYEWITNESSES 

1. There in more confusion between linoups and ohowupa at the 

top of galley page 43. 

.c )̀  
Iny attempt to explain Mrs. Markham's description (so-calloA) 

of Oswald no having bushy hair by showing the world a picture of Oswald. 

"taken at the time of his arrest:" I suggest that oven the slowest of 

readers would imagino that their hair might bo in an uncombod state-- 
; 

which is the suggested oxplanation of tho bushy condition--after they 

had fought with a dozen policemen-in an attempt to resist arrest. In 

fact Pizzo Exhibit 453-C, the ovidonco for this proposition, shows 

Oswald with cuts and bruises on his facb. I don't think Mrs. Markham's 

44 WA.. 
testimony needs •=yit coszkent and noithor doos her statement to Lane. 

Any attempt such as in presently in the Report will merely play into 

Lane's hands and make the Commission look naive. 

3. query statement that Markham's identification was mostly 

from his facie, I think she was all _over the lot on that one, 



MURDER WEAPON. 

1. Why don't wo take a sentence or two and explain why 

the bullets firod from tho rovolvolrworo smaller than the barrel. There 

is no way to tall from the Roport now and an obvious question is raised 

as to why. 

2. There is an unoloar sentence in the middle of the third 

paragraph of this heading which states: °Also, the ballots were 

mutilated." Which ones? 

3. The paragraph doaling with the numbor of photo fired and 

the manufacturo of the cases and the slugs seems to no to bo an oxorcico 

in pedantry, and possibly subject to error. Is it not possible that 

a Winchestor—Wootorn slug could have boon fired from a Remington—rotors 

case? Even if not, why leave ourselves open to question when it does 

not really matter how many shots wore fired/  AS 	 4 cA- •5.„ 

4, The last paragraph of this heading needs some footnotes, 

either in or out. 

OWNERSHIP OF THZ REVOLVER 

1. The first sentence refers to °this typo of rovolver.° 

I think it would be hotter to say "tho typo of revolver that was aced 

to kill Patrolman Tippit.° 

OSWALD'S JAOXET 

1. %The second paragraph of this heading needs some footnotos. 
••• 
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2. Thorn are inconsistencies in the description of 

Owmission Exhibit 162. The same problem occurred above, when an 

exhibit was doocribod soaotimos as "Exhibit 	" and at other© as 

'Commission Exhibit 	." A little thing, but why not do it right? 

3. The conclusion to this heading roaches the crushing 

result that "Oswald disposed of his jacket as he fled from the scone 

of the Tippit killing." I submit that that is really not the conclusion 

wo worked toward. Why not; "Those facts strongly support the finding 

that it was Leo Barvoy Oswald who killed Patrolman Tippit and then 

fled through the parking lot adjoining Jefferson Boulevard, disposing Of' 

his jacket as ho did so." 

OSWALD'S ARREST 

1. At first I was surprised to learn that Johnny Calvin Brower 

know that a patrolman had been shot when Oswald walked by his place 

of business, loss than eight blocks from the point of the Tippit killing 

whioh Oswald apparently left as fact as ho could. 

2. Then I was surprised to learn that the police radio did not 

send out inforTIktion about the suspect being in the Texas Theatro until 

1:45, about 30 minutes after the police first learned of the Tippit 

killing from Bonavidos over Tippitts radio. What were Oswald and Browor 

doing during this 30 minutes? 'Oswald was strangely inaotive during this 

period, considontag all that he had done in the 165taimutos following the 

assassination: 

• 
• 



3. While I know that I will bo thought mad to ouggoot that 

somo editing bo done on thin chapter, considor the following sontonce 

that appears on galley page 46: 'Ac Oswald, handcuffed, woo led from 

the theatre, ho wag, according to McDonald, "cursing a little bit and ; 

hollering polioo brutality." There are or,ly 5 comma° in that sontonoe. 
Of 	 7 s s/1  )44-44 .14t,4%-or 

How about t 	 McDonald44  Oswald wee "cursing a little bit and 

honoring police brutality" as ho wee led handcuffed from the theatre.' 

 

4. Hero compare the note above concerning pogo 36 that 

the police radiohad noted the similarity of the descriptions botwoon the 

man wantod for the accaeoination and the man wanted for the Tippit 

killing, by the timo Oswald wee arrostod at the theatre. It could be, 

therefore, that come of .tho officers suspooted that the man they 

wore arresting was wanted in connection with the assassination. 

STATEMENTS OF OSWALD DURING DETENTION 

1. There are entirely too many subheadings under this gonoral 

heading. Yon° are - really necessary. We reach the sublime when wo have 

one whole heading for one. short, four sontonco paragraph. Thoy should 

all'be cut out and the whole discussion comprohondod candor the above 

general title. 

  

2. In the paragraph on denial of rifle ownership appears the 

stdtomont "small born .22 rifle." That is. redundant, since I presume 

We do not moan to distinguish from largo bore .22 rifles. It should 

probabL4uet,reads '.22 calif 0) rifle." 

3. Tho second to last sentence in that paragraph nocin e footnol-
i 
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SHOOTING OF MAJ. GIN. EDWIN A. WALKER 

1, There in no footnote after the aontonco concorning 
the 15 year old boy who paw two men loavo the area. 

2. Same of 	the ntatomont that a friend of Walker gave 
information to the police about the two on snooping around. Also that 
statement in not corroot. Walkor gave the information to the police. 

3. No footnote after etatomont ro rosulta of private 
invootigation. 

4. No footnote after statement that the note wan in the 
'Book of Unoful Advice." 

5. The cocond full paragraph on pago 48 ansumos a lot of 
knowlodgo about Oswald l s movomoilta and about the Painon that the reader . 
had not gotten anywhoro yet, except in the first chapter narrative. 
A few extra words as suggested in the margin of the galloy might 
improvo things considerably. Furthermore, the first eontenco neods a 
footnote, (13 doom the entire next paragraph, which has not one footnote to 
its namo. 

6. In the paragraph on photographs, a footnote in needed after 
the-  first sontonco. The socond sentence must be ohanged because et 
prosont it implies that Oswald told Marina about the notebook or 

ahowod it to her when ho returned the night after the attack. :;:ld 

stated in her testimony in July that she did not coo what was in the 
notebook until 5 days after the attack and thorn is nothing in her early 

• testimony that Y know about to support the proposition now in the Roport. 

/7 • 



7. Statement that Oswald apparently destroyed the notobook 

should be aangod in ardor to reflect fact that ho did destroy it, and at 

the suggestion of his wife. 

8. Second to last sentence in photographs sootion muat'be 

changed to indicate that Oswald did not bury his rifle in some bushes, 

but rather that ho nay have hidden it thorn, 

9. Query usage of "ballistics" in first paragraph of 

"Firearms Identification" sootion. Same as to last paragraph thereof. 

10. Under "Corroboration b Marina Oswald" we learn for the 

first time about a pootponomont of the attempt to kill Walker. There 

is no mention of from when, what the eitoumstancos of the postponement 

wore, what happonod to the rifle in -the meantime, eta It. should be 

sot forth, since there is no mention of it above, as I recall, 

OSWALD'S RIFLE CAPABILITY 

„OLL-LaN-14.ni,c‘P- 
1. Tho purpose of this aoction is to,rri Oswald's 

ability to tiro a rifle. The third word at the top of page 50 of the 

galloys, which is apparently meant to describe Oswald, is "marksman." 

A marksman is one akillod at shooting at a mark; one who shoots well. 

Not only do we beg the question a little, but the sentence is inexact 

in that the shot, which it doscrihes, would be the came for a marksman 

as it would for one who was not a marksman. how abouti "The aseas'so.ix  

shots from the oaetorrmoet window of the south side of the Texas School 
i 

Book Depositdry were at a slow-moving target proceeding on a downgrade 
1 	 tO. 

virtually sixaight away froM the assassain, at a range of 177 to 266 foot.; 
 
:'- 
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2. Tho last sontonco in the first paragraph on galloy pap 

50 should indicate that the elope of Elm street is downward. 

3. Tho section on the nature of the shots deals basically 

with the range and the offoct of a telescopic sight. Several exports 
conoludo that the shots wore easy. There is, however, no consideration 

given hero to the time allowod for the shots. I do not Goo how someone 

can conclude that a shot%is easy or hard unless he knows something about 
how ltaig the firer has to shoot, i.e., how much time is allotted for the 

photo. 

4. On nature of the shots-...Frazier tootified that ono would 

have no diCrieulty in hitting a targot with n telescopic sight, since 

all you have to do is put the croashairs on the target. On page 51 
• of the galleys, howovor, ha tostified that shots fired by FBI agents with ' 

the assassination weapon wore "a for inches high and to the right of the 

torgot...because of a defeat in the scope." Apparently no one knows 

when that defect appeared, or if it was in the scope at the time of the 
assassination. If it was, and in the absenco of any ovidonco to the 
contrary one may-assumo that it was, putting the crosehairo on the target 
would oloarly have rosultod in a miss, or it very likely would, in any 

event. I have raised this question bofore. There is a great deal of 

testimony in the record that a tolosoopio eight is a sensitive proposition, 

You can't loave a riflo and scope laying around in a garage underfoot 
1 

for almost throe months, pot having brought it back from Now Orleans 

in the back of a station wagon, and expect to hit anything with it, unless 

you tako the trouble to fir() it and sight the scope in. This would 

have boon a problem that should have boon dealt with in any event, and 

POW that it turas out that thoro actually was a.dofoot in the aeopov  

• 



it is porfootly oloar that tho quostion must bo considored, :ho present 

draft loavos tho Commission opon to sevoncriticium. Furthormore, to tho 

oxtent that it loavoo tootimony cuggosting that tho shots might not 
have boon so oaoy out of tho discussion, thorsby giving only a part 

or tho °tory, it is Omply dishonoot, 

5, Why do wo have a otatemont conoorning the tact that • 

Oswald'o Marino r000rds shrw that ho was familiar with the Browning 

Automatic Riflo, „45 caliber pistol and 12 guago riot gvn7 That is 

complotoly irrolovant to tho question or his ability to fire a rifle, 

unloss thoro is ov1doneo that tho same skills aro involved, It is, 

fUrthormoro, pro judioial to somo extont. 

6, .Undor tho loading 'Oswaldls Ring Pz'actico Outside tho 

Yarinoam 	have a statement concerning his hunting sotivitios in Russia. 

It says that he joined a hunting club, obtained a liconso and wont 

hunting about six t!;moc. It door not say what kind of a woapon ho used. 
• =le :r4 not complotely familiar with the r000rd on this point, I do 

hnow for a fact that there is some indication that he u-ood a shotgun. 
Under what theory do we inoludo activities concorning a shotrununder 

a heading relating to rifle praotioe, and then presume not to advise the 

roador of the fact? 

. 7. The statomonts concerning Oswaldts practice with tho 

assasoination weapon are misloading, They tend to give the impression 

that ha did moro practicing than tllo record suggests that ho did, My 

roc:olloction,is that there is only one spociflo time when he might have 

practicod, .Wo should be more precise in'this area, because the Commission 

is: going to have its work in t.hio area oxaainod very oloselyc 



8. 'On tho top of galley paso 51 vo have that otatoaont about 

Oswald sighting tho toloscopic sight at night on the porch in Now 

Orleans. I think the support for that proposition is thin indood. 

Mrino Oswald first tootifioa that she did not know what he wan doing 

out thero rind then 6,11 rise olge.rly lo4 Lito the only enewer tEAt iy 

any support to this propooition. 

9. I think the level of reaching that is going on in this 
uholo discussion of riflo capability is nicoly shown by the fact that 

under the heading of rifle practico outside the Marina Corps appoara the 

damning statomont tbat"Oswald showed an intorost in rifles by 

discussing that subject with others (in fast only ono person as I 

remember it) and reading gun magazinos." 

10. I do, not think the record will support the otatemtInt 

th5.t,did not loavo his BoCkley Avonuo roominghouso on one of the 

uookonda that be was supposedly soon at the Sports Drone Rifle Range. 

11. Thorn is a misstatomont in the third paragraph under Rapid 

Fire Teets when it says "Four of the firers missed the second shot." 

The preceding paragraph states that thorn wore oz1y throe firors. 

2 I 

 

12. There are no footnotes whatsoever in the fifth paragraph  . 

	

: I 	
i.  - 1 

undor'rapid fire toots and some rather important. statements ar© wads 

	

1 	

which require CO= support from someplace. 

i 
13. A niuor point an to thanort paragraph--bullets aro batter .i 

	

. 	
. 

said to strik6 rather than land. 

• r 
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14. Ao I road through the coction on riflo capability it 
appears that 15 difforont sots of throe shots wore fired by supposedly 
export rifleman of the FBI and other places. According to my 

calculation° thobo 15 cots of shots took a total of 93.8 seconds to be 
fired. Tho average of all 15 is a little over 6.2 seconds. Assuming 
that time to oaloulated cormenoing with tho firing of tho firot shot, 
that moose the avorago timo it took to tire the two remaining shots 
wao about 6.2 seconds. That comoo to about 3.1 seconds for each 
shot, not counting the time conoumod by the actual firing, which would 
net he very much. I recall that Chapter throe said that the minimum 
time that had to elapse between shots was 2.25 seconds, which is protty 
close to the one set of fast shots fired by Frazier of the FBI. 

The conclusion indicates that Oswald had the capability to 

fire 3 shots with 2 hits in from 4.8 to 5.6 seconds. Of the fifteen 
sots of throo shots described above, only throe wore fired within 4.8 
seconds. A total of five sots, inoluding the three just mentioned, 

. wore fired within a total of 5.6 seconds. The conclusion at its most 
extreme states that Oswald could fire factor than the Commission 
exports fired in 12 of thoir 15 trios and that in any event ho could 
fire faster than the oxporto did in 10 of their 15 trios. If we aro 
going to sot forth ir.atorial ouch as this, I think wo should sot forth 
come informotion on how much training and how much shooting the exports i 
had and did as a wholo. The readers could then have something on which  

to base their judgmouto concerning thoyclativo abilitios of the 
apparently clew firing oxporto used, by the Commission and the ability 
of Leo Earvoy Oswald. 

'a3 



15. Tho probloms raisod by the abevo analyses should be mot 

at'somo point in the text of the Report. Tho figure of 2.25 as a minimum 

firing time for each shot io usod throughout ohaptor 3. Tho prozeut 

diccussion of riflo capability shows that export riflomen could not fire 

the anoassination woapon that fact. Only one of the oxporto managod to do 

so, and his shots, like those of thoothor FBI experts, wore. high and to the 

right of the target. Tho foot is that most of the exports wore much more 

proficient with ariflo than Oswald could over be oxpocted to be and the 

record indicates that fact, according to my recollection. of the response 

of ono of the o::porto to a question by Mr. McOloy nuking for a comparison 

.of an MA =orator marksman to a Marino Corps sharpshooter. 

16. Tho present section on rifle capability fails to cot forth 

material in the record tending to indicato that Oswald was not a good shot 

,and that, ho was not interested in his rifle while in the Marino Corps. 

It deco not sot forth material indicating that a tol0000ple sight must be 

tooted and sighted in after a period of none-use before it can be oxpectod 

to be accurate. That problem is emphasized by the fact that the FBI actrally 

found that there was a defect in the scope which caused the rifle to fire 

high and to the right. In spite of the above the present vootion 

takos only part of the natorial in the record to chow that Oswald 

was a good shot and that he was intorostod in rifles. I submit that tIte 

tostimony of Delgado that Oswald was not Interested in his rifle while 

in the Yarinoo is at least aa probative as Alba's testimony that Oswald 

camo into hie garage to read rifle (and hunting) magazines. 

• To put 	bluntly that sort of coloution from to record could 

coriously affoot the integrity and credibility of the entire Report. 

=•• 	 ■•+•■ 	 . 	• 
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17. It seems to no that the most honest and the moat sensible 

thing to do given tho prosont state of the r000rd on Oawaldle riflo 

capability would bo to writo a very short cootion indicating that thorn 

io tootimony on both oldoe of covoral iocuon. Tho Com=losion could then 

conclude that tho boat evidence that Oswald could fire his rifle as 

fast.as he did and hit tho target is the fact tbA, ho did so. It may have 

boon puro luck. It probably was to a very groat extent. But it happenod. 

He would have had to have boon lucky to hit as ho did if he had only 

4.& 0000ndo to firo the shots. Why don't wo admit trlt- inotoad of 

.roadhillg and using only part of the rocord to support t1C propocitiono 

. propontly cot tortilla the galloya. Thooe oonoluziona will novel* be 

accepted by critical persona anyway. 

GENERAL COMMENT 
. 	• 

1. Tho Elbow wac written without having the footnotes to the 

chapter, a censidorablo disadvantage whon on© would like to chock the 

aopia-aoy and prcoioion of statements made in tho text. 

2. Tho placoment of footnotes is not consistent within the 

Chapter, nor with the general rule that there are to ba footnotes after all 

diroct ciuotoa. Many times there are no footnotes whore it appears 

that there 	bo. 

3. Fora as to omitted material should be checked. The form of 

• citations to tho appondix is not consistent with Chaptor 3 or internally. 

4. I forgot to mention that some question might be raised whon the 
public dincovors that there was only ono cypwitness to the Tippit killing, •  

• 

i• 

1 
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i.o., ono porcon who caw Oswald kill him. All the root only oaw 

'oubooquont ovonto. Urn, Murk-ham in nicely buried there, but I prodiot 

1 	 not or long. 

/ • 7- 	
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